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Patient with COPD GOLD D with emphysema and 
prolonged Weaning after complicated pneumonia on 

intensive care unit and long term ventilation or after lung 
volume reduction surgery by massive emphysema must 
be relieved by ventilatory failure by a ventilation form 
via tracheal cannula or tubus with low PEEP and breath 
frequency to prevent a dynamic hyperventilation. In 
addition high caloric nourishment is needed by pulmonary 
cachexia in combination with a regular physiotherapy and 
effectively secrolytic and bonchodillatative inhalation therapy. 
Comorbidities like cardiac failure, infections, delirious and 
anemia must be treated. The right time of the first SBT and 
further extended SBT after performing respiratory support 
ventilation or high Flow therapy in combination with Patient 
with COPD GOLD D with emphysema and prolonged Weaning 
after complicated pneumonia on intensive care unit and long 
term ventilation or after lung volume reduction surgery by 
massive emphysema must be relieved by ventilatory failure by 
a ventilation form via tracheal cannula or tubus with low PEEP 
and breath frequency to prevent a dynamic hyperventilation. 

In addition high caloric nourishment is needed by pulmonary 
cachexia in combination with a regular physiotherapy and 
effectively secrolytic and bonchodillatative inhalation therapy. 
Comorbidities like cardiac failure, infections, delirious and 
anemia must be treated. The right time of the first SBT and 
further extended SBT after performing respiratory support 
ventilation or high Flow therapy in combination with invasive 
ventilation therapy after exclusion of dysphagia is the main 
point to prevent VIDD and a reaching a successfully weaning 
with conversion on intermittently none invasive ventilation.
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